Face recognition systems are usually faced with unseen domains in real-world applications and show unsatisfactory performance due to their poor generalization. For example, a well-trained model on webface data cannot deal with the ID vs. Spot task in surveillance scenario. In this paper, we aim to learn a generalized model that can directly handle new unseen domains without any model updating. To this end, we propose a novel face recognition method via meta-learning named Meta Face Recognition (MFR). MFR synthesizes the source/target domain shift with a meta-optimization objective, which requires the model to learn effective representations not only on synthesized source domains but also on synthesized target domains. Specifically, we build domain-shift batches through a domain-level sampling strategy and get back-propagated gradients/meta-gradients on synthesized source/target domains by optimizing multi-domain distributions. The gradients and meta-gradients are further combined to update the model to improve generalization. Besides, we propose two benchmarks for generalized face recognition evaluation.
Introduction
Face recognition is a long-standing topic in the research community. Recent works [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] have pushed the performance to a very high level on several common benchmarks, e.g. LFW [9] , YTF [10] and MegaFace [11] . These methods are based on the assumption that the training sets like CASIA-Webface [12] , MS-Celeb [13] and testing sets have similar distribution. However, in real-world ap- Figure 1 : An illustration of our MFR for generalized face recognition problem. The left column contains four source domains of different races, the right includes five target domains: cross-age (CACD-VS), NIR-VIS face matching (CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0), large pose (Multi-PIE), eyeglass occlusion (MeGlass) and ID vs. Spot (Public-IvS), which are unseen in training. By meta-learning on the simulated metatrain/meta-test shifts in source domains, our model learns the transferable knowledge across domains to generalize well on target unseen domains. plications of face recognition, the model trained on source domains D S is usually deployed in another domain D T with a different distribution. There are two kinds of scenarios: (i) the target domain D T is known and the data is accessible. (ii) the target domain is unseen. Approaches to the first scenario are categorized into domain adaptation for face recognition, where the common setting is that the source domain D S contains a labelled face domain and the target domain D T is with or without labels. Domain adaption methods try to adapt the knowledge learned from D S to D T so that the model generalizes well on D T . The second scenario can be regarded as domain generalization for face recognition, and we call it Generalized Face Recognition, which is more common as the trained model is usually deployed in unknown scenarios and faced with unseen data. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the deployed model should be able to generalize to unseen domains without any updating or fine-tuning.
Compared with domain adaptation, generalized face recognition is less studied and more challenging, since it makes no assumptions about target domains. To the best of our knowledge, there are no relative studies on generalized face recognition problem. A related task is domain generalization on visual recognition, it assumes that the source and target domains share the same label space, and has a small set, e.g., 7 categories [14] . However, generalized face recognition is an open-set problem and has a much larger scale of categories, making existing methods inapplicable.
In this paper, we aim to learn a model for generalized face recognition problem. Once trained on a set of source domains, the model can be directly deployed on an unseen domain without any model updating. Inspired by [14, 15] , we propose a novel face recognition framework via meta-learning named Meta Face Recognition (MFR). MFR simulates the source/target domain shift with a meta-optimization objective, which optimizes the model to learn effective face representations not only on synthesized source domains but also on synthesized target domains. Specifically, a domain-level sampling strategy is adopted to simulate the domain shift such that source domains are divided into meta-train/meta-test domains. To optimize multi-domain distributions, we propose three components: 1) the hard-pair attention loss optimizes the local distribution with hard pairs, 2) soft-classification loss considers the global relationship within a batch and 3) domain alignment loss learns to reduce meta-train domains discrepancy by aligning domain centers. These three losses are combined to learn domain-invariant and discriminative face representations. The gradients from meta-train domains and meta-gradients from meta-test domains are finally aggregated by meta-optimization, and are then used to update the network to improve model generalization. Compared with traditional meta-learning methods, our MFR does not need model updating for target domains and can directly handle unseen domains.
Our main contributions include: (i) For the first time, we highlight the generalized face recognition problem, which requires a trained model to generalize well on unseen domains without any updating. (ii) We propose a novel Meta Face Recognition (MFR) framework to solve generalized face recognition, which meta-learns transferable knowledge across domains to improve model generalization. (iii) Two generalized face recognition benchmarks are designed for evaluation. Extensive experiments on the proposed benchmarks validate the efficacy of our method.
Related work
Domain Generalization. Domain generalization can be traced back to [16, 17] . DICA [17] adopts the kernel-based optimization to learn domain-invariant features. CCSA [18] can handle both domains adaptation and domain generaliza-tion problems by aligning a source domain distribution to a target domain distribution. MLDG [14] firstly applies the meta-learning method MAML [15] for domain generalization. Compared with domain adaptation, domain generalization is a less investigated problem. Besides, the above domain generalization works mainly focus on the closedset category-level recognition problems, where the source and target domains share the same label space. In contrast, our generalized face recognition problem is much more challenging because the target classes are disjoint from the source ones. It means that generalized face recognition is an open-set problem rather than the closed-set problem like MLDG [14] , and we must handle the domain gap and the disjoint label space simultaneously. One related work is DIMN [19] , but it differs from ours in both task and method.
Meta Learning. Recent meta-learning studies concentrate on: (i) learning a good weight initialization for fast adaptation on a new task, such as the foundational work MAML [15] and its variants Reptile [20] , meta-transfer learning [21] , iMAML [22] and so on. (ii) learning an embedding space with a well-designed classifier that can directly classify samples on a new task without fast adaptation [23, 24, 25] . (iii) learning to predict the classification parameters [26, 27] after pre-training a good feature extractor on the whole training set. These works focus on fewshot learning, where the common setting is that the target task has very few data points (1/5/20 shots per class). In contrast, generalized face recognition should handle thousands of classes, making it more challenging and generally applicable. Our approach is most related to MAML [15] that tries to learn a transferable weight initialization. However, MAML requires fast adaptation on a target task, while our MFR does not require any model updating as target domains are unseen.
Methology
This section describes the proposed MFR to address generalized face recognition problem. MFR consists of three parts: (i) the domain-level sampling strategy. (ii) three losses for optimizing multi-domain distributions to learn domain-invariant and discriminative face representations. (iii) the meta-optimization procedure to improve model generalization, shown in Fig. 3 . The overview is shown in Fig. 2 and Algorithm 1.
Overview
In the training stage, we have access to N source domains D S = {D S 1 , · · · , D S N | N > 1}, and each domain D S i = {(x i j , y i j )} has its own label set. In the testing phase, the trained model is evaluated on one or several unseen target domains, D T = {D T 1 , · · · , D T M | M ≥ 1}, without any model updating. Besides, the label sets Y T of the target domains are disjoint from the label sets Y S of source domains, 
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Domain-level Sampling
To achieve domain generalization, we split source domains into meta-train and meta-test domains during each training iteration. Specifically, we split N source domains D S into N −1 domains D mtr for meta-train and 1 target domain D mte for meta-test, simulating the domain shift problem existed when deployed in real-world scenarios. In this way, the model is encouraged to learn transferable knowledge about how to generalize well on the unseen domains with different distributions. We further build a meta-batch consisting of several batches as follows: (i) we iterate on N source domains; (ii) in the i-th iteration, D S i is selected as the meta-test domain D mte ; (iii) the rest ones as metatrain domains D mtr ; (iv) we randomly choose B identities in meta-train domains and B identities in meta-test domain, and two face images are selected for each identity, in which one as the gallery the other one as probe. Therefore, a metabatch of N batches is built. Our model is then updated by the accumulated gradients of each meta-batch. The details are illustrated in Algorithm 1. Different from MAML [15] , our sampling is domain-level for open-set face recognition. MLDG [14] also performs a similar sampling, but their domains are randomly divided in each training iteration and no meta-batch is built.
Optimizing Multi-domain Distributions
To aggregate back-propagated gradients within each batch, we optimize multi-domain distributions such that the same identities are mapped into nearby representation and different identities are mapped apart from each other. Traditional metric losses like contrastive [28, 29] and triplet [3] take randomly sampled pairs or triplets to build the training batches. These batches consist of lots of easy pairs or triplets, leading to the slow convergence of training. To alle-viate it, we propose to optimize and learn domain-invariant and discriminative representations with three components. The hard-pair attention loss optimizes the local distribution with hard pairs, the soft-classification loss considers the global distribution within a batch and the domain alignment loss learns to align domain centers.
Hard-pair Attention Loss. Hard-pair attention loss focuses on optimizing hard positive and negative pairs. A batch of B identities are sampled and each identity contains a gallery face and a probe face. We denote the input as X , the gallery and probe embeddings are extracted:
C is the dimension length. After l 2 normalization on F g and F p , we can efficiently construct a similarity matrix by computing M = F g F T p ∈ R B×B . Then we use a positive threshold τ p and negative threshold τ n to filter out the hard positive pairs and negative pairs: P = {i|M i,i < τ p } and N = {(i, j)|M i,j > τ p , i = j}. This operation just needs O(B 2 log(B)) complexity and it can be formulated as:
where P is indices of hard positive pairs determined by τ p , N is indices of hard negative pairs determined by τ n .
Soft-classification Loss. Hard-pair attention loss only concentrates on hard pairs and tends to converge to a local optimum. To alleviate it, we introduce a specific softclassification loss to perform classification within a batch. The loss is formulated as:
where y i = i indicates the i-th identity, F gi W T or F pi W T is the logit of i-th identity and s is a fixed scaling factor. W is initialized as (F g + F p )/2 ∈ R B×C and each row of W is l 2 normalized. Figure 3 : Overview of the meta-optimization procedure in a meta-batch. Given three source domains D 1,2,3 , a meta batch contains three meta-train/meta-test divisions: D 2,3 / D 1 , D 1,3 / D 2 , D 1,2 / D 3 . Each division contributes a gradient from meta-train and a meta-gradient from meta-test. The model is finally updated towards a direction that performs well on both meta-train and meta-test domains by accumulating all the gradients and meta-gradients.
Domain Alignment Loss. We find negative pairs across meta-train domains tend to be easier than within domains. By adding a domain alignment regularization to make the embeddings domain-invariant, we can reduce domain gap of different meta-train domains. Besides, negative pairs across meta-train domains become harder, which is beneficial to learn more discriminative representations. To perform domain alignment, we make the mean embeddings of multiple meta-train domains close to each other. Specifically, we first calculate the embedding center of all mean embeddings of meta-train domains, then optimize the discrepancies between all mean embeddings and this embedding center. The domain alignment loss is only applied on meta-train domains, as meta-test has only one domain. The loss is formulated as:
where F gi , F pi are normalized embeddings, c j is the mean embedding within a batch sampled from domain D j , c mtr is the embedding center of all mean embeddings of meta-train domains, n is the number of meta-train domains and s is the scaling factor. In meta-optimization, we will adaptively utilize the back-propagated signals from these three losses to improve the model generalization.
Meta-optimization
This section describes how the model is optimized to improve model generalization. The whole meta-optimization procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1 and illustrated in Fig. 3 .
Meta-train. Based on domain-level sampling, during each batch within a meta-batch, we sample N − 1 source domains D mtr and B pairs of images X S from D mtr . Then we conduct the proposed losses in each batch as follows:
where θ represents the model parameters. The model is next updated by gradient ∇ θ as: θ = θ − α∇ θ L S (θ). This update step is similar to the conventional metric learning. Meta-test. In each batch, the model is also tested on the meta-test domain D mte . This testing procedure simulates the evaluating on an unseen domain with a different distribution, so as to make the the model to learn to generalize across domains. We also sample B pairs of images X T from the meta-test domain D mte . Then the loss is conducted on the updated parameters θ as below:
Summary. To optimize the meta-train and meta-test simultaneously, the final MFR objective is: arg min θ γL S (θ) + (1 − γ)L T (θ − αL S (θ)),
where α is the meta-train step-size and γ balances metatrain and meta-test. This objective can be understood as: optimize the model parameters, such that after updating on the meta-train domains, the model also performs well on the meta-test domain. From another perspective, the second term of Eqn. 6 serves as an extra regularization to update the model with high order gradients, and we call it meta-gradients. For example, given three source domains D S = {D 1 , D 2 , D 3 }, a meta-batch consists of three meta-train/meta-test divisions: D 2 , D 3 /D 1 , D 1 , D 3 /D 2 and D 1 , D 2 /D 3 . For each division or batch, a gradient and a meta-gradient are back-propagated on meta-train and metatest, respectively. By accumulating all the gradients and meta-gradients in the meta-batch, the model is finally optimized to perform well on both meta-train and meta-test domains. Fig. 3 illustrates how the gradients and metagradients flow on the computation graph.
Experiments
To evaluate our proposed MFR for generalized face recognition problem, we conduct several experiments on two proposed benchmarks. β, the weight γ balancing meta-train and meta-test loss are initialized to 0.0004, 0.0004, 0.5, respectively. Batch-size B is set to 128 and the scaling factor s of both the softclassification loss and domain alignment loss are set to 64.
The step-size α and β are decayed with every 1K steps and the decay rate is 0.5. The positive threshold τ p and negative threshold τ n are initialized to 0.3, 0.04 and are updated as τ p = 0.3 + 0.1n and τ n = 0.04/0.5 n , where n is the decayed number. For meta-optimization, we use SGD to optimize the network with the weight decay of 0.0005 and momentum of 0.9.
GFR-R Comparisons
Settings. We compare our model with several baselines, including the base model and several domain aggregation baselines. To further compare our method with other domain generalization methods, we adapt MLDG [14] to an open-set setting, so that it can be applied in our protocols. The results are shown in Table 3 . For four protocols in GFR-R, we report the VRs at low FAR 1%, 0.1%, 0.01%, and the Rank-1 accuracy. Specifically, our comparisons include: (i) Base: the model pre-trained only on MS-Celeb-NR using CosFace [38] . Note that MS-Celeb-NR has no overlapped identities with four racial datasets (Caucasian, Asian, African and Indian) and can be considered as an independent dataset. (ii) Base-Agg: the model trained on MS-Celeb-NR and the aggregation of source domains using CosFace [38] . Take GFR-R-I as an example, Base-Agg is trained on MS-Celeb-NR and three source domains Caucasian, Asian, African jointly. This is for the fair comparison with our MFR, where the same training datasets are involved. (iii) Base-FT rnd.: the base model further fine-tuned on the aggregation of source domains. The classification template of the last FC-layer is randomly initialized. (iv) Base-FT imp.: the base model further finetuned on the aggregation of source domains, but the classification template is initialized as the mean of embeddings of the corresponding identities. It is refined from weightimprinted [36] . (v) MLDG: MLDG [14] adapted for generalized face recognition problem.
Results. From the results in Table 3 , the following observations can be made: (i) Overall, our method achieves the best result on four GFR-R protocols among all compared settings and methods. (ii) The base model pre-trained on MS-Celeb-NR is strong, but not generalizes well for target domains, especially for Indian, African, Asian. The reason may be that MS-Celeb-NR is occupied by Caucasian people. (iii) Jointly training on MS-Celeb-NR and source domains performs slightly better than the base model, but is still not comparable to our MFR method. (iv) The performance of Base-FT rnd. declines dramatically and we attribute it to over-fitting on source domains. Weightimprinted (Base-FT imp.) can reduce such over-fitting to some degree, but its performance is still lower than the base model. (v) MLDG [14] , which is originally designed for closed-set and category-level recognition problems, fail to compete with our method on the open-set generalized face recognition problem.
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GFR-V Comparisons
The GFR-V benchmark is for crossing facial variety evaluation, which can better reflect model generalization.
Settings. We compare our model with two strong baselines Base, Base-Agg, an adapted MLDG [14] and other competitors if existed. Since the standard protocols differ among five target domains, we show them separately in Table 4 , 5, 6, 7, 8.
CACD-VS. CACD-VS [30] is for cross-age evaluation, where each pair of images contain a young face and an old one. We report ROC/Rank-1 as well as the standard protocol provided. Other competitors are only evaluated on the standard protocol. The results in Table 4 show that our MFR not only beats the baselines but also the competitors, which use cross-age datasets for training.
CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0. In CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 [31] , gallery images are collected under visible lighting, while the probe one is under near infrared lighting, thus the modality gap is huge. Table 5 shows: (i) we achieve great performance improvements from 89.89% (69.27%) of Base to 95.97% (81.92%) when FAR=0.1% (0.01%). (ii) even with such a huge modality gap, our performance is comparable to several CNN-based methods [43, 44] , which use MS-Celeb for pre-training and the target domain NIR-VIS dataset for fine-tuning. In comparison, our model has not seen any NIR samples during training.
Multi-PIE. We compare our model with two baselines and MLDG for cross-pose evaluation using Multi-PIE. Table 6 validates the improvements of our MFR over baselines and MLDG.
MeGlass. MeGlass [33] focuses on the effect of eyeglass occlusion for face recognition. We select the hardest IV protocol for evaluation. As shown in Table 7 , our method promotes the performance from 71.96% (53.5%) on Base to 80.86% (66.15%) when at a low FAR 0.001%, which is even slightly better than [33] , which synthesizes wearingeyeglass image for the whole MS-Celeb for training.
Public-IvS. Public-IvS [34] is a testbed for ID vs. Spot (IvS) verification. Compared to Base and Base-Agg, our method greatly improves the generalization performance.
The other two competitors are all pre-trained on MS-Celeb and fine-tuned on CASIA-IvS, which has more than 2 million identities and each identity has one ID and Spot face. Even so, our method still performs slightly better than Contrastive [29] .
LFW. We perform an extensive evaluation on LFW [9] , shown in Table. 9. The results demonstrate that our method also generalizes better than baselines on a similar target domain.
The above results show that our method achieves great improvement than baselines, and the performance is competitive to the best supervised / non-generalization methods. For a real-world face recognition application, our method is the first choice because it generalizes well on all target domains with competitive performances. Table 10 : Ablative results of the GFR-R benchmark. hp. is the hard-pair attention loss, cls. is the soft-classification loss and da. is the domain alignment loss on meta-train domains.
Ablation Study and Analysis
Contribution of Different Components. To evaluate the contributions of different components, we compare our full MFR with four degraded versions. The first three components are the hard-pair attention loss, soft-classification loss and domain alignment loss, which are designed for learning domain-invariant and discriminative representations. The fourth component is the meta-gradient. If α is set to 0 in Eqn. 6, the objective is degraded to the sum of meta-train and meta-test and there is no meta-gradient computation. Table 10 shows that each component contributes to the performance. Among three components, the metagradient is the most important one. For example, in GFR-R I, the performance drops from 71.4% to 68.35% when FAR=0.01% without the meta-gradient.
First Order Approximation. The meta-gradient needs high order derivatives and is computationally expensive. Therefore, we compare it with the first order approximation. To achieve the first order approximation, we only need to change (1−γ)∇ θ L T in Algorithm 1 to (1−γ)∇ θ L T in the gradient aggregation step. From Table 10 , we can see that the performance of the first order approximation is close to high order. Considering that the first order approximation takes only about 82% GPU memory and 63% time (in our setting) of the high order, the first order approximation is a practical substitute for the high order implementation.
Impact of γ. In Eqn. 6, γ is a hyperparameter weighting the meta-train and meta-test losses. The ablative results are shown in Fig. 4 . A proper value 0.5 gives the best result, which indicates the meta-train and meta-test domains should be equally learned.
Domains-level Sampling. Since domain alignment loss cannot be applied when there is only one domain in metatrain, we remove it for fair comparisons. For each batch, SmTn ( m, n ∈ {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1)} ) means sampling m domain as meta-train and another n as meta-test. rand. means randomly choosing m domains as meta-train (m is a random number) and remaining one as meta-test. Fig. 4 shows that the setting m = 2 and n = 1 performs best.
Conclusion
In this paper, we highlight generalized face recognition problem and propose a Meta Face Recognition (MFR) method to address it. Once trained on a set of source domains, the model can be directly deployed on target domains without any model update. Extensive experiments on two newly defined generalized face recognition benchmarks validate the effectiveness of our proposed MFR. We believe generalized face recognition problem is of great importance for practical applications, and our work is an important avenue for future works.
